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By injection of microwave power J3ec near the electron cyclotron (EC) frequency into an Ohm-

ically heated (OH) plasma in the WT-2 tokamak after OH power is shut off, the plasma current is

sustained and ramped up by the EC wave only, without OH power. Here, EC-driven current is gen-

erated by EC heating of the suprathermal electron beam in OH plasma. Further, when Pec is in-

jected into plasma sustained by lower-hybrid- (LH-) driven current, the plasma current and its

rampup rate increase. Here, EC-driven current is generated by EC heating of the mildly relativistic

electron云in LH-driven plasma.

PACS numbers: 52.50.Gj, 52.55.Fa

Recently, noninductive current drive (CD) has re-

ceived much attention in relation to realization of the

steady-state operation of tokamak reactors. Experi-

merits have shown that the plasma current is started

up, ramped up, and sustained by the lower-hybrid

(LH) wave in many tokamaks. ~　Meanwhile, other

noninductive CD methods have been suggested

theoretically.1 Fisch and co-workers ' have predicト

ed that the plasma current can be produced by the

quasilinear cyclotron damping of the electron cyclotron

(EC) wave. This current drive, ECCD, is achieved by

the creation of an asymmetric electron distribution

function along the field, whose mechanism is quite

different from LHCD. There have been no publica-

tions of ECCD experiments apart from the observa-

tion of weak EC-driven current in the Ohmically heat-

ed (OH) discharge in the Tosca tokamak.12 In this

Letter we report the first experiment in the WT-2

tokamak, in which the plasma is sustained by the EC-

driven current only, without the OH power. Further,

plasma current is produced by EC heating of the mild-

ly relativistic electron beam present in LH-cuト

rent-sustained plasma.

The WT-2 tokamak2*6 has an aluminum shell and an

iron core, with major and minor radii rt0-4O and

a -9 cm, respectively. Microwaves from a gyrotron

U/2汀-35.6 GHz,^c≦120 kW, pulsewidth /宅lo

ms) are fed from the low-field side through circular

waveguides to a Vlasov antenna with parabolic reflec-

tor placed along the major radius. By rotation of the

antenna around the guide axis, a linearly polarized

electromagnetic wave, propagating parallel or an-

tiparallel to the toroidal field βT with an angle of ±48o

to BT, is radiated as the extraordinary (X) mode. Fur-

ther, an electromagnetic wave propagating perpendicu-

lar to BT is injected as the ordinary (O) mode. Also

microwaves are radiated from a circular guide placed

on the topsideofthe vessel (r-R -Ro- -4.5 cm).

In order to achieve LHCD, rf waves from a magnetron
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(0.915 GHz, PLH*」 100 kW, / ^20 ms) are launched
into the plasma with a phased array of four

waveguides.

In Figs. 1(a)-Kg) the temporal evolution of plasma

parameters with and without PEq is plotted. First, a

low⊥density slide-away discharge (dotted curves) with

bulk electron density ne - 2× 1012 cm 3 and tempera-

ture Te-- 70 eV is produced by OH discharge with EC

resonance preionization. When PEC is injected after

the primary voltage V¥ of the OH transformer is short

circuited, the plasma parameters change drastically and

a constant plasma current /- continues to flow with

loop voltage VL-0 as long as PEC is applied (full

curves). The data show that the plasma is sustained by

EC-dnven current only, since no OH current flows for

FIG. 1. Temporal evolution of (a) loop voltage VL, (b)

plasma current / , (c) line-averaged electron density ne mea-

sured by a 4-mm interferometer, (d) hard x-ray emission /h*

(20 keV), (e) soft x ray ∫ (0.85 keV), (f) electron cycl0-

tron emission ∫. (68 GHz), and (g) pyroelectric signal Jpyro-

Fu】1 curves are for operation with EC-heating power Pbc

(parallel injection) and dotted ones, without Pec-　V¥ is the

primary voltage of the OH power supply, p -2× 10-5 Torr

in H2 and additional gas puffing occurs during injection of

PEC; BT- ¥2 kG.
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VL-0. It is noteworthy that in this ECCD plasma

strong hard x rays Jhx appear and both the soft x ray

/sx (0.85 keV) and the EC emission / (68 GHz) in-

crease to more than 10 times those in OH plasma.

This result suggests that a suprathermal electron beam

carrying the EC-driven current is generated. After

PEC is turned off, /hx increases strongly, suggesting

that the suprathermal electrons are accelerated by the

positive VL. On the other hand, the pyroelectric signal

'pyro and the impurity line /^(Oll-Ov) decrease grad-

ually, suggesting that Te of bulk electrons is nearly the

same as that in OH plasma.

In Fig. 2(a) the slope of the xィay spectrum is about

15 keV and the energy extends to 150 keV in ECCD

plasma. Thus, it is concluded that in ECCD plasma

the electrons are composed of bulk electrons with

re-70 eV, /7e--0.5×1012 cm 3, and suprathermal

electronswith Te- 15keV, ne- 1010cm ,whichare

carrying /--3 kA. In addition, the fact that soft x

rays up to 100 keV are emitted from the initial OH

plasma suggests that weak suprathermal electrons are

present and necessary for the formation of ECCD plas-

ma. In fact, for low filling-gas pressure, p-(2-5)

×10　Torr, nonthermal emissions ∫ and lsx appear

in OH plasma. Then flat-top EC discharge is formed

and ∫ and /sx increase strongly when PEC IS applied.

On thecontrary, forp ≧6×10-　Torr, bothluandlsx

are weak. Then / decreases with time when PEC is ap-

plied.

As PEC increases, the current / due to ECCD

changes from a decreasing curve to flaトtop and then to

ramp-up as shown in Figs. 2(b) and 2(c). Correspond-
ingly, the voltage VL changes from a positive value to

a negative value. This behavior is very similar to that

FIG. 2. (a) Energy spectra of x rays emitted from the

plasma ofFig. 1 during (1) time ∫-0-5 ms (startup stage),

(2) r-5-10 ms (OH stage), and (3) t-10-15 ms (ECCD

stage), (b) (1) Loop voltage VL and (2) ramp-up rate as a

function of Pec- (c) EC-driven current ramp-up, flat-top,

and decrease for various PEC: 0) ^ec-70 kW, (2) 50 kW,

(3) 30 kW.

in LHCD and shows that /_ is fully sustained by the

EC wave. With use of the experimental data of the

naトtop discharge, ECCD efficiency is calculated to be

v-neIpRo/PEC-- lxlO- (1020 m~2 kA/kW),

which is small compared with ¶～6× 10"3 for LHCD

in the WT-2 tokamak.

The effect of EC heating is examined for various βγ

and EC-wave injection methods in Figs. 3(a)-3(c). As

BT increases, the ratio A/p/Ar approaches zero, be-

comes positive, and then negative. Correspondingly,

the voltage VL varies from positive to negative and

then to positive. Also, nonthermal emission ∫ be-

comes intense in the range A/_/A/^0. The flat-top

or ramp-up discharge is obtained when βT is weak and

the EC resonance layer is located on the inner side of

the torus. Inefficient ECCD under strong βT may cor-

respond to the theoretical prediction that the EC-

heated electrons become trapped on the outer side of

the torus.12 The ECCD efficiency with the EC wave

propagating parallel to the electron drift is better than

that with the EC wave propagating antiparallel or per-

pendicular to BT. Radial profiles of /sx show broad

peaks near the plasma center, and Qe at the peaks is

somewhat smaller than cd. It is concluded that plasma

current is generated by EC heating of the suprathermal

FIG. 3. (a) Loop voltage VL, (b) time derivative of

current A/p/Ar, and (c) soft x-ray signal /sx as functions of

the Held βγ(∫ -0) or EC resonance layer rECR. Open circles

are for parallel injection of PEC, triangles for antiparallel in-

jection, and crosses for perpendicular injection. Closed cir-

cles are for OH plasma.
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electron beam formed in the initial OH plasma. Such a

unidirectional electron beam may eliminate the cancel-

ing effect of EC-driven current on the opposite side.

The fact that the EC-heating effect does not depend

strongly on the direction of wave propagation or the

polarization (g or O mode) may be ascribed to the re-

flection of the wave at the vessel wall.

Such an ECCD mechanism is also demonstrated for

microwave discharge at EC resonance in the WT-2

tokamak, where a weak current / is generated. Here,

the toroidal drift of electrons circulating in one direc-

tion is canceled by the superposition of a vertical field

By and an electron beam is formed. The EC-driven

current is generated in the direction determined by

By, independent of the propagation direction of the

EC wave.

In contrast with the OH plasma, in the LHCD plas-

ma high-energy electrons in the mildly relativistic

range, which carry the current /p, are produced. High-

ly efficient ECCD is expected in LHCD plasma, since

the EC wave is strongly absorbed by such high-energy

electrons and their collisionality decreases further.1日4

As shown by the dotted curves in Figs. 4(a)-4(f),

when PLH is injected into an initial EC-resonance plas-

ma, the current L starts up, increases, and a tokamak

plasma is formed by rf power alone (so-called rf

tokamak6). When PEC is applied to the rf tokamak

plasma the ramp-up rate of current, A/p/Ar, increases,

and after termination of the PEC pulse, / attains a

value higher than that without PEC (solid curves).

This increment of Ip is ascribed to the EC-driven

current and the voltage VL, the direction of which is

opposed to that of electron drift, increases in propor-

tion to A/-/Ar. The electron density ne remains con-

stant. The emissions /sx, /hx, and lM increase drastical-

ly during EC heating, while, 7pyro and 7L(On-Ov) do

not change or decrease slightly. These results suggest

that high-energy electrons are generated by EC heat-

ing, though there is no effect on the bulk electrons.

Measurements show that this EC-driven current is

generated when BT is strong and the EC resonance

layer (也-He) is on the outer side of the torus. It is

remarkable that radial profiles of ∫ and lhx have

peaks at higher field positions than the EC reasonance

layer. In Fig. 4, the EC resonance layer is located at

rECR-0.7β, andpeaksofl andlhxareatr-0.3αor

<vU-1.07. The change of/ due toECCD in therf
tokamak was measured as a function ofBT. When BT

is weak and the EC resonance layer is located on the

inner side of the torus (rECR^0), / decreases

(Alp/At < 0) during injection of PEC. Here 7pyro and

/^(Oiv,Ov) increase remarkably, while / and /sx do

not change, showing that only the bulk electrons are

heated at ile/oj- I.15 The dependence of the change

ofL due to ECCD on BT is the same for the various

methods of P^c injection. In the rf tokamak, high-
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FIG. 4. Temporal evolution of (a) /., (b) VL, (c) ne, (d)

7M (68 GHz), (e) 7Sx (0.85 keV), and (f) 7pyr。 in the rf

tokamak. Solid curves are for operation with Pec (top injec-

tion) and dotted ones, withoutP^C- p-6x10 5Torrin H2

and additional gas puffing is applied during Plh', Bt- 15 kG.

(g) Ramp-up rate as a function ofPec or ^*lh in the cases of

(1) Pec-0, (2) PEC-62kW,and (3) PLH-60kW;BT-15
kG.

energy electrons are present and strong x rays up to

300 keV are emitted. When PEC is injected in the

strong-/?/" case, the x-ray emission increases by a fac-

tor of3 in the high-energy range of 20-200 keV, while

there is no change below 20 keV.

With consideration of the relativistic effect and

Doppler shift, the EC-resonance condition is given by

¥-(N‖V")/c-(nサ{i-(v?l+v21)/c2}1/2

As the electron energy increases, the resonance occurs

at cle/(o>1, even if N‖V||>0.13-14　Calculation

shows that in the field region of ile/e0- 1.07 ±0.05 in

Fig. 4, the energy of resonant electrons is 20-150 keV

for Nl--0.23±0.1 and 2-50 keV for iV,,--0.23

±0.1, where vァ-2vn is assumed. It is concluded

that mildly relativistic electrons generated by lower hy-

brid waves and drifting along one direction of BT are

heated by EC waves, and then these electrons become

more collisionless and carry the EC-driven current ef-

ficiently. In Fig. 4(g) the ramp-up rate A/p/A/ is plot-
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ted as a function of Prf(.PLH or Pec)-　For a" rf

tokamak discharge (PEC- 0), as PLli increases A/./A/

increases at first, and then attains a constant value

(curve 1). When a constant PEC is superposed, A/p/A/

increases with PLH (curve 2) and exceeds that with

PEC- 0. When the rf tokamak is sustained by constant

/>LH, the current ramp-up rate increases with Pec and

attains a constant value (curve 3). If it is assumed that

the change of ramp-up rate with respect to Prf,

(/(A/p/Ar)/rfPrf, is proportional to the efficiency of rf

CD,恥f, then both t}EC with a constant PLH and tjlh

with a constant PEC are nearly equal to T7LH without

PEC in the unsaturated region. It is suggested theoreti-

callylu that

^ec/^lh ‡[l+iv⊥/2V‖)2)~*-!,

which is consistent with the experimental results.

In conclusion, EC-driven current is generated in two

types of plasma. First, such current is generated by

EC heating of the suprathermal electron beam, and the

current /_ is sustained or ramped up when PEC is in-

jected into the plasma after OH power is shut off.

Second, EC-driven current is generated by EC heating

of the mildly relativistic electron beam, and the ramp-

up rate ofIp increases when PEC is injected into the rf

tokamak. Such an enhancement of LHCD efficiency

combined with EC heating is quite important for a

new, useful, and efficient method of rf CD, especially

on large tokamaks with high Te and enough electrons

in the mildly relativistic range. Further, this result

may support the idea that the efficiency of beam-

injection or alpha-particle current drive increases when

ion-cyclotron heating is superposed in order to com-
16
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